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This study aims to analyze the variety of the Sugbuanon’gBinisaya Language in Northern part of Cebu 
particularly the morphological structures towards 
development for MTB
day to day activities in Northern Cebu; 2) What similarities and differences of meaning can be noted 
from this w
What learning resource guide can be developed in applying these words in the pre
It anchored on the Sociolinguistic Theory and used qualitative me
gathered. Based on the data presented, the variety of Sugbuanon’g
morphological structures describes the following; most of the words are not the same spelling but some 
are the same;
morphemes and affixes; word forms are simple, words with affixes and compound words; and the 
grammatical rules can be used as guide in making instructional materials for t
MLE.. The results of the study concluded that there are different varieties of Sugbuanon’g
Language in Northern part of Cebu in any situation. That is why, it recommends to further study about 
the phonology and syntax structu
 
 
 
 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Language is the tool in encoding and decoding the message in a 
particular speech community. If there is no language, there will 
be no communication. Philippines is composed of many 
regional languages that contains varieties. Language varieties is 
part of sociolinguistics that needs to focus on because according 
to Tollefson (1991) he gives a typology that speech community 
is based on the structural characteristics of the language variety 
with the multilingual degree and the used of variation (Kelman, 
1991; Fishman, 1968; Kloso, 1968). It is very much important 
that a person has the ability in using the language according to 
the need of the society in order to encode the right message. In 
fact, Saussure (1916) mention that the variety and variation of 
language is based on the beliefs of the linguist that each 
language has its varieties and there’s no such the same language 
(Bloomfield, 1918). The symbols being used will really 
expressed a clear meaning so that it wll be understood by the 
receiver of the message. According to Archibald A. Hill, te 
language is the basic and the most elaborative types of 
symbolism done by a person. These symbols could create 
speech through the use of apparatus in speaking and it is 
structured by the use of patterns that created a 
symmetrical structures. The symbols are controlled by the 
society. It means that, society play a vital role in changing 
language and clear communication.  
 

The variety of language must be focus because it has a big role 
in each individual and the society as well.  Holmes (2001) said, 
variety is grammatical and compose of different realization of 
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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to analyze the variety of the Sugbuanon’gBinisaya Language in Northern part of Cebu 
particularly the morphological structures towards making guidelines for Instructional materials 
development for MTB-MLE.  It specifically answers the following;   1) What are the words used for 
day to day activities in Northern Cebu; 2) What similarities and differences of meaning can be noted 
from this words; 3) describe the types of morpheme and forms in applying these words in context; 4) 
What learning resource guide can be developed in applying these words in the pre
It anchored on the Sociolinguistic Theory and used qualitative me
gathered. Based on the data presented, the variety of Sugbuanon’g
morphological structures describes the following; most of the words are not the same spelling but some 
are the same; the meaning of the words are the same; there are two types of morpheme such as base 
morphemes and affixes; word forms are simple, words with affixes and compound words; and the 
grammatical rules can be used as guide in making instructional materials for t
MLE.. The results of the study concluded that there are different varieties of Sugbuanon’g
Language in Northern part of Cebu in any situation. That is why, it recommends to further study about 
the phonology and syntax structures. 

Language is the tool in encoding and decoding the message in a 
particular speech community. If there is no language, there will 
be no communication. Philippines is composed of many 
regional languages that contains varieties. Language varieties is 

ociolinguistics that needs to focus on because according 
Tollefson (1991) he gives a typology that speech community 

is based on the structural characteristics of the language variety 
with the multilingual degree and the used of variation (Kelman, 

Fishman, 1968; Kloso, 1968). It is very much important 
that a person has the ability in using the language according to 
the need of the society in order to encode the right message. In 
fact, Saussure (1916) mention that the variety and variation of 

e is based on the beliefs of the linguist that each 
language has its varieties and there’s no such the same language 
(Bloomfield, 1918). The symbols being used will really 
expressed a clear meaning so that it wll be understood by the 

e. According to Archibald A. Hill, te 
language is the basic and the most elaborative types of 
symbolism done by a person. These symbols could create 
speech through the use of apparatus in speaking and it is 
structured by the use of patterns that created a complicated and 
symmetrical structures. The symbols are controlled by the 
society. It means that, society play a vital role in changing 

The variety of language must be focus because it has a big role 
in each individual and the society as well.  Holmes (2001) said, 
variety is grammatical and compose of different realization of 

language and it is part of social context. That is why, it can b
stated that, the variety of language is really part of language. 
According to Corder (1973) speech community is composed of 
people using a particular language with the language. It is 
agreed by Trudgill, (2003) these are the group of people using 
language with the same ability to use the language and 
language behavior. In contrary with the view of Lavov (1972) 
that speech community is not only focus on the grammatical 
structures but it also the norms of the language. By the use of 
language, it can create good relationship to others, improve 
oneself and it helps improve the livelihood of other people. The 
realization of ones dreams can be done with the use of his skills 
in using the language. But it is so hard in place where in it uses 
one language but misunderstanding is still a problem due to 
different spelling and meaning. This scenario is reality in 
Northern part of Cebu.  
 

Cebuano is a regional language in Cebu Island in this country 
and it is considered the lingua franca in Southern part of the 
Philippines. It is the 47th 
According to Endriga (2011) Cebuano can be called the native 
speaker, Sugbuanon and the second biggest language users 
dahil 20 million use this as the first language. Cebuano 
Language can also be called Se
the most important languages in the Philippines like Filipino. 
The name Cebuano came from Cebu Island, the home of 
metropolitan areas in the country. It is considered Western or 
Indonesian subgroup of the Austronesian o Malay
Some linguist considered Cebuano as dialect of the Visayan 
like Hiligaynon and Waray. In a particular place, there are 
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This study aims to analyze the variety of the Sugbuanon’gBinisaya Language in Northern part of Cebu 
making guidelines for Instructional materials 

MLE.  It specifically answers the following;   1) What are the words used for 
day to day activities in Northern Cebu; 2) What similarities and differences of meaning can be noted 

ords; 3) describe the types of morpheme and forms in applying these words in context; 4) 
What learning resource guide can be developed in applying these words in the pre-service instruction? 
It anchored on the Sociolinguistic Theory and used qualitative method to analyze descriptively the data 
gathered. Based on the data presented, the variety of Sugbuanon’g Binisaya Language particularly the 
morphological structures describes the following; most of the words are not the same spelling but some 

the meaning of the words are the same; there are two types of morpheme such as base 
morphemes and affixes; word forms are simple, words with affixes and compound words; and the 
grammatical rules can be used as guide in making instructional materials for the development of MTB-
MLE.. The results of the study concluded that there are different varieties of Sugbuanon’g Binisaya 
Language in Northern part of Cebu in any situation. That is why, it recommends to further study about 

language and it is part of social context. That is why, it can be 
stated that, the variety of language is really part of language. 
According to Corder (1973) speech community is composed of 
people using a particular language with the language. It is 
agreed by Trudgill, (2003) these are the group of people using 

e with the same ability to use the language and 
language behavior. In contrary with the view of Lavov (1972) 
that speech community is not only focus on the grammatical 
structures but it also the norms of the language. By the use of 

good relationship to others, improve 
oneself and it helps improve the livelihood of other people. The 
realization of ones dreams can be done with the use of his skills 
in using the language. But it is so hard in place where in it uses 

nderstanding is still a problem due to 
different spelling and meaning. This scenario is reality in 

Cebuano is a regional language in Cebu Island in this country 
and it is considered the lingua franca in Southern part of the 

 language in the entire world. 
According to Endriga (2011) Cebuano can be called the native 

Sugbuanon and the second biggest language users 
dahil 20 million use this as the first language. Cebuano 
Language can also be called Sebuano or Sugbuanon, is one of 
the most important languages in the Philippines like Filipino. 
The name Cebuano came from Cebu Island, the home of 
metropolitan areas in the country. It is considered Western or 
Indonesian subgroup of the Austronesian o Malay-Polynesian. 
Some linguist considered Cebuano as dialect of the Visayan 
like Hiligaynon and Waray. In a particular place, there are 
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different cultures in a language like in Cebu, people are called 
Cebuano and there language is called Sugbuanon. 
 

This study aims to analyze the variety of the 
Sugbuanun’gBinisaya Language in Northern part of Cebu 
particularly the morphological structures towards making 
guidelines for Instructional materials development for MTB-
MLE.  It specifically answers the following;   1) What are the 
words used for day to day activities in Northern Cebu; 2) What 
similarities and differences of meaning can be noted from this 
words; 3) describe the types of morpheme and forms in 
applying these words in context; 4) What learning resource 
guide can be developed in applying these words in the pre-
service instruction? The researcher believe that through this 
study, the varieties of the SugbuanonBinisaya will be 
understood and the output of the study can be used as 
guidelines in teaching MTB-MLE.  
 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
 

This study used qualitative descriptive design in order to 
explain and interpret the different varieties of Sugbuanon’g 
Binisaya Language in Northern Cebu. The answers of the 
respondents of the study were used in the study so that 
collective data will be established. Native method of research 
was also used like patanung-tanong at pakikipagkuwentuhan 
with the respondents. The interview was informal so that the 
respondents are free to express their answers.  
 

There were 55 respondents gathered for interview. They were 
asked about their experiences in life. The age were 50 above 
because they have more knowledge about life and experience 
the language being used.  
 

Tape recorder was also used by the researcher in gathering the 
data in order to make sure that all words will be saved. After 
the research data conducted, the words were transcribe many 
times and validated by the Cebuano linguist. It was analyzed 
according to morphological structures characteristics. Each 
word was interpreted and elaborated according to the variables 
and after which, it was validated by the expert.  
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

There are two tables below, table 1 shows the varieties of words 
used in Lilo-an, Compostela, Danao, Carmen, Catmon, Sogod, 
Borbon, Bogo, Medellin, DaanBantayan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1 reflects that each province in Northern Cebu, has 
its varieties in terms of spelling but pertains the same 
meaning. The spelling matters on the influences of its 
generation. Some words are also influenced by the 
Spaniards like cuarta. Therefore, the varieties are more on 
the affixation of morphemes but contains the same 
meaning and most of all, almost all words in 
DaanBantayan are different from the rest of the places. 
The differences describes its preservation of their culture 
as ethnic group.  
 

As presented in table 2, the word puya in entry no. 15, I 
am not sure how exactly it is used in Bantayanisland. The 
words nagama and naggama have different nuances in 
meaning, as the prefixes na- and nag- signify different 
meanings. Nagama means “something already done” with 
the prefix na-, while naggama means “something still 
being done, or still in the process of being done” with the 
prefix nag-.  I am not sure which one is really meant, 
because of the presence of the word “nagbuhat” with the 
prefix nag-, in the third column, and naghimo with the 
prefix nag-, in the fourth column. So, I just make an 
alternative case, as shown in 19.b. If in case what is 
meant is nagama, then 19.b may be omitted; if in case 
what is meant is naggama, then 19.a may also be omitted. 
It is just up to you, the researcher, to decide. 
 

In column 2 above, there are numbers inside a parenthesis 
for example, in no. 1 entry, (5/11). It means that the word 
appears 5 times in 11 columns (corresponding to the 11 
places under study. However, blank columns are not 
included. Thus, there are numbers such as, (1/10), in entry 
no. 21. It means that the word appears 1 time in 10 
columns (out of the 11 columns) that are filled up.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1 Morphemes 
 

Wikang 
Sugbuanon 

Wikang 
Filipino 

Liloan Compostela Danao Carmen Catmon Sogod Borbon Bogo Medellin DaanBantayan Bantayan Island 

buslot butas buslot buho Bito buho lungag buslot buho lungag buslot buslot buslot 
paglakaw paglakad paglakaw paglakaw Paglakaw paglakaw paglakaw paglakat paglakat  paglakaw  Paglakat 
daghan dami daghan dako Dako Dagko   Daghan  daghan  damo 
kuwarta pera kuwarta kwarta cuarta sapi kwarta cuarta cuarta sapi kwarta cuarta kuarta 

dalit bigay dalit hatag Hatag dalit dalit hatag dalit dunol dunol dunol dalit 
magduwa maglaro magduwa   Magduwa magduwa magduwa Magdula magdula magduwa magdula maghampang 

isuroy ilako isuroy isuroy Ibaligya ibaligya isuroy isuroy Itinda ibaligya ibaligya itinda ilibud 
makatultol tuntun makatultol   makadumdum makadumdum makatultol Makatultol makatultol makadumdum makatultol makatuytuy 
Kahibalo alam kahibalo kabalo kabaw kahibaw nakahibalo nasayud kahibalo kahibaw kahibaw kahibalo kaantigo 

manlingkod maupo manlingkod manglikod  manglingkod manlingkod manglingkod manglingkod  manglingkod Manglingkod Manlurag 

nagtabi nag usap nagtabi nagtabi 
nag 

estoryahay 
nagsinultianay nagtabi nagsinultianay nagsinultianay nagtabi nagsinultianay nagtabi nagsinultihan 

managan tatakbo managan   mangdagan   managan managan mangdagan managan mandyagan 
maulaw mahiya    mauwaw maulaw  maulaw maulaw maulaw maulaw maawo 

uban iba    uban uban  uban kuyog uban  iban 

bata bata    bata bata bata bata  Bata  puya 

manlihi     manlihi   manlihi manlihi manlihi  mulimo 
maningkamot magsikap maningkamot magkugi magkugi maningkamot   maningkamot maninguha maningkamot maninguha maninguha 

makuhaan makunan makuhaan makwaan  makwaan makuhaan makuhaan makwaan makwaan makuhaan makuhaan maiban- ibanan 
nagama nagbuhat nagbuhat naghimo  nahimo nagama  nagama nagama nagama nahimo naugmad 

magsinabtanay nagkaunawaan    magsinabtanay magkasinabot magkasinabot magsinabtanay magsinabtanay magsinabtanay magbinatiay maghinaitay 
isug matapang  isug isug isug isog isug isug isog isug isug bakud 
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Table 2 Morphological Rules 
 

Sinugboanong 
Pulong 

Morphological Rules 
Interpretation 

1. Buslot Buslot, as the common denominator, is the proper word to 
be used. (5/11) 
Buho and Lungag are alternate words to be used. (3/11, 
2/11, respectively) 
Bito is an exception to the rule. (1/11) 

 
 
 

2. Paglakaw 
Paglakaw is the proper word to be used. (6/9) 
Paglakat is the alternate word to be used. (3/9) 

The letter w in lakaw and t in lakat follow the morphological process 
of alternation in the Visayan-Cebuano language. In fact, these two 
words can be used interchangeably. 

3. Daghan Daghan is the proper word to be used to mean quantity of 
something. (3/7) 
Dako is the proper word to be used to mean size of a thing and it is 
singular in number. (2/7) 
Dagko is the proper word to be used to mean size of a thing and it 
is plural in number. (1/7) 
Damo is an exception to the rule. (1/7). (It is an influence of the 
Hiligaynon language, Bantayan island being near to Bacolod.) 

The words dako and dagko are mensurative words. The difference is 
that dako is singular in number, and dagko is plural in number. 

4. Kuwarta Kuwarta (or its variation kwarta) is the proper word to be used. 
(9/11) 
Sapi is an alternate word to be used. (2/11) 

 
 

5. Dalit Dalit is the proper word to be used to mean “something 
being offered cordially.” (5/11) 
Hatag is the proper word to be used to mean simply the “giving of 
something.” (3/11) 
Dunol is the word to be used to mean the “handing over of 
something.” (3/11) 

 

6. Magduwa Magduwa and Magdula are variations of one another; 
they can be used interchangeably. (5/9, 3/9) 
Maghampang is an exception to the rule. (1/9) 
(Like damo, it is also an influence of the Hiligaynon language, 
Bantayan island being near to Bacolod.) 

The letter w in magduwa and l in magdula, as observed also in central 
and southern Cebu island, are merely geographical variations. It is 
similar to the words tiguwang and tigulang. 

7. Isuroy 

Isuroy is used to (indirectly) mean “to sell.” (4/11) 
Ibaligya is used to (directly) mean “to sell.” (4/11) 
Itinda is used to (directly mean) “to sell.” (2/11) 
Ilibod is used to (indirectly) mean “to sell.” (1/11) 

The word isuroy literally means “to stroll around.” Culturally, people 
in such places, for example, used to sell something to other people by 
strolling around their products. Thus, through time, isuroy has 
indirectly come to mean, “to sell.”  
The word ilibodliterally means “to go around” (in this case, transitive 
verb, with an object).  Culturally speaking, it is similar to isuroy; it 
has also come to mean, “to sell.” 
Ibaligya and itinda are the words that literally mean “to sell,” 
regardless of the idea suroy and/or libod. 

8. Makatultol 

Makatultol is used to mean “can or able to usher.” (5/9) 
Makadumdom is also used to mean “can or able to usher.” 
(3/9) 
Makatuytoy is an exception to the rule. (Again, it appears to 
be an influence of the Hiligaynon language, for the same 
reason as of those damo and maghampang.) 

The two words makatultol and makadumdom are now, or can be, 
used interchangeably.  
However, the base word tultolliterally means “to usher,” or, “to 
lead/direct someone to.” 
The base word dumdom means “to recall.” It is akin to the word, 
hinumdom, “remember.”  
Thus, it is now used to mean, “to make the other call back to”  
(somewhere else). Thus we say sometimes, Kadumdom pa kadidto? 
Meaning, can you still “recall to mind” that place somewhere else?  
Thus, makadumdom and makatultol, with the prefix maka- (which 
signifies “ability to”), now mean “can or able to usher” (either 
another person or one’s own self). 

9. Kahibalo 

Kahibalo is the proper word to be used to mean “knowledge, 
knowledgeable.” (3/11) 
Kabalo and Kahibaw/Kabaw are alternates of Kahibalo. 
(1/11, 3/11, 1/11 respectively) 
Nasayod and Kaantigo are alternates to be used to mean 
“knowledge.” (1/11, 1/11 respectively) 
Nakahibalo is the word to be used to mean “being able to 
know.” (1/11) 

Depending on how it is used, kahibalo (noun), with the prefix ka- 
(which signify the noun form) means knowledge. 
Kabalo is just the shortened form of kahibalo. 
Kahibaw/kabaware two forms resulting from the morphological 
process of alternation. 
Nakahibalo has a different nuance in meaning because of the prefix 
naka- which signify “ability to” (this being used in the past tense). 
Nasayod (with prefix na-) means “having information of.” 
Kaantigo (with the prefix ka-) means “having ability to do.” 
The three words kahibalo, nasayod, and kantigo – all have the idea 
“knowledge” as their common denominator. 
Thus, they have come to be used interchangeably. 

10. Manlingkod Manglingkod and Manlingkod can be used interchangeably. 
(6/9, 2/9 respectively) 
Manlurag is an exception to the rule. (1/9) (It also appears to 
be an influence of the Hiligaynon language for the same 
reason.) 

The words manglingkod (with the prefix mang-) and manlingkod 
(with the prefix man-) seem to have been used as mere morphological 
variations. 

11. Nagtabi Nagtabi is used to mean “having conversation.” (5/11) 
Nag-estoryahay and Nagsinultianay are similarly used to 
mean “talking to one another.” (1/11, 4/11 respectively) 
Nagsinultihan is an exception to the rule. (1/11) 

The word nagtabi means nag-estoryahanayor nagsultianay; and 
conversely, the words nag-estoryahanay or nagsultianay means 
nagtabi. 
Thus, they can be used interchangeably. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

Based on the data presented, the study predicts that there are 
different varieties of Sugbuanun’gBinisaya Language in 
Northern part of Cebu based in any situation and it can be a 
great help as guidelines in making instructional materials for 
the development of MTB-MLE curriculum. 
 

Recommendation 
 

To further studies, the study recommends that the structures of 
phonology and syntax of SugbuanonBinisaya will be the focus 
so that there will be concrete understanding on the varieties of 
language being investigated. The morphological rules will be 
used as guidelines to MTB-MLE curriculum. 
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Table 2 Continue 
 

12. Managan Managan and Mangdagan are similarly used to mean “to run” 
(usually together or as group). (4/7, 2/7 respectively) 
Mandyagan (or manjagan, using the now accepted symbol 
“j” for the affricate sound, dz), is an exception to the rule. (1/7) 

In this case, in the Cebuano language morphology, it appears that the 
word managan (with prefix man-) is the shortened form (morphè) of 
mangdagan (with the prefix mang-, and where the letters gd are being 
dropped, in the morphological process called deletion.)  

13. Maulaw Maulaw and Mauwaw are variations of one another and can 
be used interchangeably. (5/7, 1/7 respectively) 
Maawo is an exception to the rule. (1/7) 

The words maulaw and mauwaw are just the same as in the case of 
magduwa and magdula, tiguwang and tigulang. See no. 6 above. 

14. Uban 
Uban and Kuyog can be used interchangeably. (4/6, 1,6 
respectively) 
Iban is an exception to the rule. (1/6) 

The wordibanis really an exception to the rule; since, in the mainland 
Cebu, and other places such as Bohol, this word means “to subtract” 
as in mathematics.  
However, it is used in Bantayan island to mean the same as uban and 
kuyog. 

15. Bata 

Bata is used to mean, “child.” (5/6) 
Puya is used to mean, “child.” 

Bata means “child” in a generic sense. For even an infant is also 
called bata; a toddler is also called bata; a 3, 4, 5, or 6 years old is 
still called bata. 
Puya usually means the infant child, in some places; however, in 
Batayan island, it means the same as bata (?). 
In mainland Cebu, however, the name for an infant child is masuso.  

16. Manlihi Manlihi is the proper word to be used (as it is commonly used in 
mainland Cebu, North). (4/5) 
Mulimo is an exception to the rule. (1/5) 

 

17. Maningkamot Maningkamot is the word to be used to mean “strive for, 
endeavor.” (4/9) 
Magkugi and Maninguha are alternate words to be used. 
(2/9, 3/9) 

 

18. Makuhaan 

Makuhaan is the proper word to be used, as it is more commonly 
used. (5/10) 
Makwaan is the alternate word to be used. (4/10) 
Maibanan is an exception to the rule. (1/10) 

The word makwaan appears to be a mere variation of makuhaan. It is 
based more on euphonic reason, i.e., easier to articulate, where 
makwaan having only three syllables as against makuhaan having 
four syllables.  
Maibanan still means the same as makuhaan/makwaan, yet (as far as 
the 11 places under study are concerned) it is only used in Bantayan 
island). 

19.a Nagama Nagama is the word to be used as it is more commonly used. (4/9) 
Nabuhat and nahimo are alternates, with same meaning as that of 
nagama. (1/9, 3/9 respectively) 
Naugmad is an exception to the rule. (1/9) 

The word naugmad is an older form for the words nagama, nabuhat, 
and nahimo. 
 

19.b Naggama Naggama is the word to be used as it is more commonly used. 
(4/9) 
Nagbuhat and naghimo are alternates, with same meaning as that 
of nagama. (1/9, 3/9 respectively) 
Nag-ugmad is an exception to the rule. (1/9) 

The word nag-ugmad is an older form for the words naggama, 
nagbuhat, and naghimo. 
 

20. 
Magsinabtanay 

Magsinabtanay is the word to be used to mean “to understand one 
another or each other.” (4/8) 
Magkasinabot is the word to be used to mean “to agree upon,” or 
“to reach an agreement.” (2/8) 
Magbinatiay is the word to be used to mean “to be 
caring/caressing with each other.” (1/8) 
Maghinaitay is an exception to the rule. (1/8) 

The words magsinabtanay and magkasinabot are close in meaning; 
they both come from the base word sābot.  
Magbinatiay comes from the base word bāti. 
 

21. Isug Isog is the proper word to be used. (9/10) 
Bakod is an exception to the rule. (1/10) 
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